Baker, Mark D. and Hugh Bostock. Inactivation of macroscopic play an important role in determining membrane excitability late Na / current and characteristics of unitary late Na / currents in a variety of neurons.
The origin of the channel behavior generating persistent currents in adult rat large dorsal root ganglion neurons were re-Na / current in sensory neurons remains unresolved, alcorded during long duration voltage-clamp steps by patch clamping though we previously concluded that activation-inactivation whole cells and outside-out membrane patches. Na / current present gating (mh) overlap of transient Na / channels, operating ú60 ms after the onset of a depolarizing pulse (late Na / current) alone, cannot explain the current (Baker and Bostock underwent partial inactivation; it behaved as the sum of three kinet1997a). In a study of unitary currents in membrane patches ically distinct components, each of which was blocked by nanomofrom frog skeletal muscle, Patlak and Ortiz (1986) reported lar concentrations of tetrodotoxin. Inactivation of one component (late-1) of the whole cell current reached equilibrium during the that the gating characteristics of channels generating ''late'' first 60 ms; repolarizing to 040 or 050 mV from potentials of 030 Na / currents differ from those predicted for mh overlap mV or more positive gave rise to a characteristic increase in current in several important respects, including exhibiting weak or (t ¢ 5 ms), attributed to removal of inactivation. A second compo-absent activation voltage dependence and ultrashort open nent (late-2) underwent slower inactivation (t ú 80 ms) at poten-times. Because both transient and late currents were affected tials more positive than 080 mV, and steady-state inactivation by slow inactivation (occurring over seconds), these authors appeared complete at 030 mV. In small membrane patches, bursts concluded that the unitary late or persistent currents were of brief openings (g Å 13-18 pS) were usually recorded. The generated by transient Na / channels operating in unusual distribution of burst durations indicated that two populations of gating modes. More recently, this position was supported by channel were present with inactivation rates corresponding to latethe finding that single types of cloned brain and muscle 1 and late-2 macroscopic currents. The persistent Na / current in the whole cell that extended to potentials more positive than 030 sodium channel a-subunits can generate both transient and mV appeared to correspond to sporadic, brief openings that were late current (Moorman et al. 1990; Ukomadu et al. 1992 ; recorded in patches (mean open time Ç0.1 ms) over a wide poten- Zhou et al. 1991) . Evidence that an apparently normal, sintial range. None of the three types of gating described corresponded gle, skeletal muscle Na / channel can spontaneously enter a to activation/inactivation gating overlap of fast transient currents. persistent gating mode was provided by Böhle and Benndorf (1995) . Similarly, persistent Na / current in cortical pyramidal cells was attributed to modal gating of transient channels,
I N T R O D U C T I O N
characterized by a possible spontaneous loss of fast inactivation (Alzheimer et al. 1993; Brown et al. 1994) . Modal Many large dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons ( ú50 mm, apparent diameter) cultured from adult rats, generate a gating of transient Na / channels (Patlak and Ortiz 1985) associated with late openings and slow macroscopic inactirapidly activating, sustained Na / current, with an activation threshold Ç15 mV more negative than that of the transient vation may therefore be a feature common to all transient channel types, including those in sensory neurons. Whether Na / current (Baker and Bostock 1997a). At least part of this current persists over minutes and gives rise to a tetrodotoxin the gating repertoire of only one molecular channel type is sufficiently diverse to generate all the Na / current in large (TTX)-sensitive resting inward current over a wide range of membrane potentials. Because the persistent Na / current sensory neurons is currently unclear. Blot hybridization and in situ hybridization suggests that homologs of rat brain activates at sufficiently negative potentials, it is partially activated at the normal resting potential. At nodes of Ranvier Na / channel I and/or II are involved in generating the Na / currents in large DRG neurons in adults (Beckh 1990 ; Beckh in human sensory axons, it amplifies local depolarizing currents, increasing and prolonging the resulting change in et al. 1989; Waxman et al. 1994) . Large neurons also express hNE/PN1 and NaCh6 (Black et al. 1996) , the mouse homomembrane potential (Bostock and Rothwell 1997) .
log of the latter, Scn8a, being implicated in generating low- Schwindt and Crill (1995) provided evidence that the persisthreshold and ''resurgent'' Na / currents in Purkinje neurons tent Na / current in neocortical pyramidal neurons also oper- (Raman et al. 1997 ). ates in this way, amplifying dendritic receptor operated curThis study had two aims, to test the hypothesis that the rents. It therefore seems likely that persistent Na / currents late Na / current partially inactivates, consistent with the properties of steady-state Na / currents previously reported The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the from these neurons (Baker and Bostock 1997a) 
Cell culture
capacity. In this way, the effective time constant for charging the membrane in response to an imposed step was reduced by°90%. Primary cultures of neurons were prepared from lumbar DRG Feedback series resistance (R s ) compensation was also always used of male Wistar rats (200-300 g), using a standard enzymatic and was set to ¢70%. The average cell capacitance, estimated dissociation procedure, as was fully described elsewhere (Baker from the potentiometer dial on the amplifier, was 120 pF (n Å and Bostock 1997a). After plating the dissociated cells onto poly-18). The calculated voltage error caused by the residual, uncom-L-lysine (Sigma) coated glass cover slips in the culture wells of pensated R s during the late currents was often õl mV and not ú3 12-well plates (Falcon), the cells were kept in a 37ЊC incubator mV. No correction to the holding potential was made in subsewith a 5% CO 2 atmosphere for°3 days. In some experiments quently derived current-membrane potential relations. The voltage neurons were seeded on cover slips previously covered with a layer error could be appreciable during large transient currents, as deof Schwann cells and fibroblasts obtained from dissociated spinal scribed for the data presented in Fig. 2A . roots. This modification conferred the advantage of improved neuAlthough we did not observe the growth of processes over the ron adhesion.
few days in which the large neurons survived in culture, a less than optimal voltage clamp in a few neurons resulted in inadequate
Electrophysiology
control of large transient Na / current. In such cells, the transient current repeatedly escaped the control of the clamp. Recordings Coverslips with adherent neurons were mounted into a 35-mm from such neurons were discarded. diameter plastic petri dish, which formed the recording chamber. The recording solutions used were designed to eliminate all ionic currents, as far as possible, apart from Na / currents. The extracellu-
Voltage-clamp protocols
lar solutions were similar to those described previously (Baker and Bostock 1997a), except we found it useful to include 1 mM K / Whole cell late currents were commonly recorded with voltagegluconate to reduce the residual outward rectification that resulted clamp steps from a negative prepulse potential (0110 mV) to a from incomplete dialysis of the intracellular contents. The normal range of membrane potentials in 5-or 10-mV increments. Families extracellular solution contained the following (in mM) 135.6 Na-of membrane currents were elicited by long duration clamp steps gluconate, 1 K-gluconate, 4.54 N- [2-hydroxyethyl] piperazine-N-(e.g., 200 ms or 2 s). Whole cell leakage and residual capacity [2-ethanesulfonic acid] (HEPES) (Na), 5.46 HEPES, 1.1 Ca-currents were removed by subtracting appropriately scaled currents gluconate 2 , 1.2 Mg-gluconate 2 , 5 4-aminopyridine (4-AP), 10 Cs-evoked by reversed polarity clamp steps. During particularly stable gluconate, and 10 tetraethylammonium (TEA) Cl. The pH was experiments, it was possible to record sufficient data to subsebuffered to 7.2-7.3 (unless otherwise stated) with the addition of quently compute ''difference currents'' from families of currents gluconic acid to neutralize the 4-AP. The normal internal solution recorded before and after the superfusion of TTX (Sigma). The contained (in mM) 143 CsCl, 3 ethylene glycol-bis(b-aminoethyl steady-state inactivation curve for the TTX-sensitive late current ether)-N,N,N,N-tetraacetic acid (Na), 6.04 HEPES (Na), 3.96 was obtained by using a 2-s prepulse to a range of potentials and HEPES, 1.21 CaCl 2 , 1.21 MgCl 2 , and 10 TEA Cl, pH 7.2-7.3. then stepping the membrane potential to 020 mV, both in the No attempt was made to block high-threshold voltage activated presence and absence of TTX (50 nM). The current amplitude Ca 2/ currents generated by these cells. Recordings were made was measured at 60-70 ms, i.e., at a latency at which transient with an Axopatch 200 amplifier (Axon Instruments) with CV202 current made a minimal contribution to the total current. In memheadstage, and whole cell records were filtered with the four-pole brane patches, leakage current and residual capacity transients genBessel filter on the amplifier; 03dB at 2 kHz. Membrane patch erated in response to imposed potential steps were subtracted either recordings were filtered at 5 kHz and sampled at 50 or 25 kHz. by constructing records from traces without channel activity or by Control of command pulse protocols and data collection were car-scaling responses to small, negative-going clamp steps. ried out by either an IBM PC or a Dell PC running pClamp version Experiments were carried out at room temperature (20-25ЊC, 5 or 6 (Axon Instruments).
unless otherwise stated). Solution changes were achieved by lowWhole cell recordings were made with fire-polished, thin wall pressure local superfusion, driven by gravity. glass electrodes (GC150TF-15 capillaries, Clark Electromedical; 1.5-mm OD, 1.17-mm ID). Once filled with recording solution, their initial resistances were usually between 1 and 3 MV. All Data analysis electrodes were coated with Sylgard. The gluconate-Cl junction potential at the tip of the electrode was eliminated by applying a Plots of the value of steady-state current availability (h ϱ ) for 010 mV offset to the holding potential (Baker and Bostock 1997a) . late Na / current versus membrane potential (E m ) were fitted with All experiments on membrane patches utilized the outside-out con-a Boltzmann relation of the form figuration. Most patches were pulled with electrodes fabricated from standard thickness glass capillaries (GC150F-15; 1.5-mm
OD, 0.86-mm ID) and fire polished, with an initial resistance between 8 and 20 MV. A few patches were pulled with thin-walled with a least-squares procedure (SigmaPlot, Jandel), where A is the maximum degree of inactivation, E 1/2 is the membrane potential glass electrodes (Ç2 MV), similar to those used for whole cell recording. In the former case, it seemed clear that the voltage at which inactivation is half-maximal, and a h is the steepness parameter. dependence of the Na / channels was shifted by Ç20 mV in the cedure as 0438.5 pA. The peak transient current at 030 mV exceeded 010 nA, saturating the recording. The relative amplitude of the transient and late currents at 030 mV could be more adequately determined for another neuron, recordings from which are shown in Fig. 2A . The residual, uncompensated series resistance error at the peak of the transient current was calculated as /8 mV. Assuming the transient current was fully activated at 030 mV, the current amplitude between 60 and 70 ms and 320 and 340 ms after the onset of the clamp step was 1.6 and 0.9% of the transient current, respectively. For convenience we use the term ''late current'' to describe the currents persisting after 60 ms, at which time the component with the intermediate time constant was small. Evidence suggesting that some of the late current had already undergone a faster inactivation was provided by protocols that allowed the partially inactivated current to deinactivate ( Fig. 2A) . After inactivation occurred at 030 or 0 mV, stepping to more negative potentials caused not only rapid deactivation but also a conspicuous increase in current amplitude, attributable to the removal of inactivation. The de-inactivating currents were blocked, along with that inward current operating during the preceding clamp step, by nanomolar range TTX, confirming that they were Na / currents. De-inactivation was difficult to perceive on stepping to potentials more negative than 050 mV. The time constant of de-inactivation was much shorter (Ç5 ms at 040 mV, FIG One explanation for the appearance of two distinct forms of late Na / current inactivation is that the late current is R E S U L T S usually a composite, each component being equally sensitive to nanomolar range TTX. We refer to the component of the Inactivation of late Na / current late current undergoing intermediate rate de-inactivation as late-1, and that component undergoing slow inactivation as When a series of increasing depolarizing voltage-clamp steps was applied to a DRG neuron, the first Na / current to late-2. Evidence that late-1 current is not affected by the slow inactivation process (and that this must therefore be a be activated showed no evidence of inactivation (Baker and Bostock 1997a) (Fig. 3A) . With further depolarization the characteristic of a second late current), is shown in Fig. 2C .
The maximal increases in current amplitude after stepping amplitude of the Na / current increased greatly, and most of the current exhibited the fast inactivation characteristic of to 040 mV were measured after holding the membrane potential at 030 mV for 100, 200, and 400 ms. Although slow transient sodium current. Part of the late current failed to inactivate during long duration clamp steps lasting°2 s and inactivation was clearly more complete at 400 ms than at 100 ms, the amplitude of the de-inactivating current was not thus appeared persistent (Fig. 1) . The curve-fitting routines utilized always indicated that late current inactivation was different and thus appeared independent of the degree of slow inactivation. partial, supporting previously obtained evidence that a part of this current is persistent. The decay of current after 20
The kinetics of inactivation of the late-1 current in the whole cell are less certain than those of de-inactivation, ms at 030 mV was well described by the sum of two exponentials in addition to a persistent component, indicating that although late-1 inactivation must have equilibrated within 60 ms of the start of an imposed clamp step. It is possible a part of the current inactivated with an intermediate time constant (t Ç14 ms) and that a second part inactivated very that the kinetics of the current at short latencies reflects inactivation of the late-1 component, assuming that no slowly (t Ç130 ms at 030 mV, Fig. 1 ). In this experiment an increase in leakage current during the application of TTX other Na / current operates at the same time. It is also possible ( if not likely ) that inactivation of the late-1 plays (measured at 0110 mV) accounted for õ30 pA of the steady-state current at 030 mV, estimated by the fitting pro-a part in generating the second component of inactivation of transient nodal Na / currents previously described ( e.g., evident, with a time constant that varied with membrane potential from Ç80 ms to ú200 ms (Fig. 3C) . The availabilBenoit et al. 1985; Chiu 1977; Neumcke and Stämpfli 1982 ) and accounted for by subpopulations of channels ity ( h ϱ ) of the total TTX-sensitive late current after a 2-s prepulse, recorded at 60-70 ms (shown as T1 in Fig. 3 B) , exhibiting slower inactivation than those generating most of the transient current ( e.g., Sigworth 1981 ) . Although is illustrated in Fig. 3D . Inactivation was incomplete at 020 mV, in agreement with our previous report that some Na / there remains some uncertainty about the origin of the intermediate component of inactivation in the whole cell, current persists at potentials as positive as 0 mV for several minutes (Baker and Bostock 1997a). interpretation was simpler in recordings from small membrane patches. We found that ensemble mean currents An h ϱ curve for the late-2 component alone may be derived by subtracting the current still remaining at 780-790 could exhibit the kinetic characteristics appropriate for late-1 current in isolation ( Fig. 4 ) .
ms after the onset of the test step (T2) from the current at 60-70 ms (T1), Fig. 3E . There was no change in current Data on the late-2 component, obtained by two recording protocols, are shown in Fig. 3 . TTX-sensitive difference amplitude between T1 and T2 after prepulses to 030 or 020 mV, consistent with the complete inactivation of the late-2 currents were derived for the responses to 200 ms depolarizing voltage steps to show the time course of inactivation current at these potentials. The residual current at more positive potentials suggested the presence of a third current com- (Fig. 3A) and also for steps to 020 mV after 2 s duration, incrementing prepulses (Fig. 3 B) , to assess the fraction of ponent, and this interpretation was supported by recordings of brief, sporadic channel openings in small patches, shown current remaining uninactivated (h ϱ protocol). In Fig. 3A , inactivation after 60 ms was imperceptible at 070 and 060 in Fig. 7 . So far we were not able to separate the activation characteristics of the late current components, so we cannot mV so that the late current appeared rectangular in shape. At more positive potentials inactivation became progressively say which are responsible for the steady-state current at po- steadystate inactivation of late currents (h ϱ ), measured at 60-70 ms after 2 s prepulses to a range of potentials from 090 to 020 mV (pH 6.9-7.0 or 7.2-7.3). Values are means { SE (n Å 5) derived from TTX-sensitive difference currents (50 nM, 4 neurons) and residual inward current (1 neuron). Smooth curve is a Boltzmann relation drawn according to best-fit parameters (E 1/2 Å 056.2 mV, a h Å 7.4 mV, A Å 0.86). E: h ϱ relations for late-2 current, from current amplitude differences between latencies of 60-70 ms (T1) and 780-790 ms (T2); E 1/2 Å 056.2 mV, a h Å 6.7 mV. Inset; plot of current amplitude values vs. membrane potential at T1 (closed circle) and T2 (open circle). Late-2 current may inactivate completely at 030 and 020 mV.
as caused by a relative offset of the membrane potential. tentials more negative than that at which transient Na / curThe offset not only affected the threshold for recruitment rent activates.
of noninactivating current (operating at the most negative potentials) but also the potential at which clear inactivation Membrane patch recordings appeared (cf. Fig. 5 ). Second, allowing for effects of memIn membrane patches pulled using low-resistance pipettes, brane potential, ensemble mean Na / currents exhibited activation of Na / channels gave rise to transient currents slower inactivation kinetics than those seen in large patches; with kinetics and voltage dependence similar to those re-third, inactivation kinetics varied from patch to patch. The corded from nodes of Ranvier (Fig. 4) . These recordings kinetics of ensemble mean currents presented in Fig. 4C are consistent with the kinetic analysis of transient Na / cur-are consistent with the presence of channels generating fast rent by Kostyuk et al. (1981) in neurons from the same transient current and late-1 current (top trace) and late-1 source, where inactivation was fast, occurring with a time current without fast transient current (bottom trace). Alconstant of õ2 ms at 040 mV and at room temperature. The though differences between the kinetics in the example curbehavior of Na / channels in smaller patches differed from rents may be partly due to uncertainties in the effective this in three respects. First, unitary currents appeared at po-holding potential, these currents clearly inactivated more tentials Ç20 mV more negative than expected from whole slowly than would be expected for fast transient current operating alone at any potential. Allowing for a membrane cell current thresholds (see METHODS ), and this was regarded
Characteristics of unitary late Na / currents
The unitary current-membrane potential relations for channels in four patches excised from different neurons are shown in Fig. 5A . In the left-hand plot, the data were obtained during voltage-clamp steps only 20 ms in duration. Mean values for the estimates of most common unitary current amplitudes are plotted for three patches and the slope conductance given by the unconstrained regression line fitted to the pooled data are 17.5 pS. Individual estimates of slope conductance lie within the range 13 to 18 pS. In the righthand plot are data from one patch, where the voltage-clamp
FIG . 4. Na
/ currents recorded in membrane patches. A: family of Na / currents (average of 5 sequential recordings) from an outside-out patch pulled with a low resistance pipette. B: peak current-membrane potential relations (q) for currents shown in A (left) and for normalized currents in patches from 4 neurons, plotted as means { SE (right). SE usually smaller than the symbol size. Normalized peak current values for rat node of Ranvier (᭺), calculated from previously published data (Neumke and Stampfli 1982) . C: examples of ensemble mean currents (average of n Å 99 records and n Å 50 records, top and bottom traces respectively) recorded from outside-out patches pulled from 2 different neurons with higher resistance pipettes. Currents elicited on stepping from 0100 to 050 mV. Imposed potential step functionally similar to that eliciting largest currents in A. FIG . 5. Characteristics of unitary late Na / currents. A: current-memSuperimposed smooth curves drawn according to best-fit parameters bebrane potential relations for single-channel events recorded over 20 ms tween peak current and 80 ms. Top trace: sum of two declining exponentials from onset of imposed clamp step for patches from 3 neurons at room t Å 1.7 ms and 7.8 ms. Bottom trace, single declining exponential, t Å temperature (left) and over 200 ms from 1 neuron at 15ЊC (right). Uncon-5.0 ms. In both cases the curve fitting procedure predicted incomplete strained regression lines give slope conductances of 17.5 and 16.7 pS, for inactivation.
plots on left and right, respectively. See text for details. B: recruitment of Na / channels at near activation threshold in a small patch at 15ЊC. Traces on left were recorded on stepping to 085 mV (top) and 075 mV (bottom) potential offset in our recordings, the late-1 inactivation ki- steps were 200 ms in duration and recording temperature with best-fit parameters and suggests that in this example the current declines to a steady-state amplitude 22% of its was lowered to 15ЊC to reduce the rate of channel gating, allowing longer openings. For each potential, the number of initial value, with a time constant of 25.2 ms. Greater depolarization recruits more channels and gives rise to a clear individual estimates of the most common current amplitude varied from 5 to 29. The data are plotted as bars indicating phase of inactivation (075 mV; Fig. 5B, bottom traces) , plainly evident on the ensemble mean trace (bottom right). {1 SE, and the unconstrained regression line gives a slope conductance of 16.7 pS. Constraining the fit to pass through The smooth curve superimposed on the ensemble mean data are drawn according to the sum of two exponentials, the the theoretical reversal potential of /61 mV gave a chord conductance of 13.9 pS. These data show that there is no major component declining with a time constant of 10.5 ms (initial amplitude 02.7 pA) and the minor component obvious difference between the conductance of channels declining with a time constant of 39.2 ms (initial amplitude opening early or late during a long voltage-clamp step, sug-01.2 pA), the extrapolated steady-state current being 1.5% gesting that Na / channel conductance is the same throughof the initial current amplitude. Example single-channel curout. In their study of late currents in cortical neurons, Alzheirents are shown in Fig. 5C . mer et al. (1993) reached a similar conclusion. The proposition that the conductance of Na / channels generating transient and late current is the same is further supported by Use of ensemble variance the results of nonstationary noise analysis in a different patch
The derivation of ensemble variance is useful for two (see Fig. 6 ).
reasons. First, an estimate of the single channel conductance Examples of unitary current recordings and corresponding can be obtained throughout the response to a step change in ensemble mean currents from a patch are seen in Fig. 5B . membrane potential during both the transient current and the Typically, when first recruited at negative potentials, Na / late current. Second, the ensemble variance can provide a channels exhibited brief openings distributed throughout robust method of demonstrating the presence of small, perlong-duration, voltage-clamp steps (085 mV; Fig. 5B , top sistent currents. Assuming that the probability of any one left trace). Although inactivation did not obviously affect channel being open is low, then the variance, s 2 , about the the appearance of channel openings in many records, a par-mean current is equal to the mean current, I, multiplied by tial macroscopic inactivation is evident in ensemble mean the unitary current, i (reviewed by Hille 1992), thus records (Fig. 5B, top right trace) . A single declining exponential superimposed on the mean record shown is drawn A plot of the ensemble variance against ensemble mean Multiple forms of inactivation gating behavior underlie late Na / current current for 52 traces during a step to 050 mV gives a linear relationship for a patch generating both transient and late Na / channels in membrane patches exhibited heterogeNa / current (Fig. 6 ). The slope of this relation gives the neous gating behaviors. One type of behavior involved voltunitary current, and the single channel conductance, g, was age-dependent, apparently sporadic openings, with ultrashort estimated as a chord conductance, taking E Na to be /62 mV, open times (Fig. 7) . This type of opening was commonly where recorded throughout a wide membrane potential range and was reversibly blocked by 50 nM TTX. The channel open
probability when gating in this manner was very low (õ0.05). Although it was usual to observe similar behavior The single channel conductance apparently appropriate for both transient and late current up to 80 ms after the onset at the most negative potentials in every patch, it was recorded in isolation in only one patch. It corresponds well with the of the clamp step was 14.9 pS, from a slope value of 1.67 pA. The linear relation indicates variance is directly propor-''drizzle'' of brief Na / channel events reported by Patlak and Ortiz (1986) for skeletal muscle and the late or backtional to mean current for either large or small values and suggests open probabilities must be low throughout the ground currents recorded by Mitrović et al. (1993) in rat axons (although the events recorded in muscle and axon clamp step. For comparison, an amplitude histogram generated from a single sweep (included in the ensemble variance membrane were not described as voltage dependent). Analysis of the currents recorded in this patch, measured if exanalysis), which clearly showed late openings, allowed a separate estimation of the single channel conductance by ceeding a 5 pS threshold, revealed that the number of events increased with depolarization but that the open time did not fitting Gaussian curves to the data (Fig. 6D) . The chord conductance of the Na / channel generating the late current appear to depend on voltage. The mean open time, derived by fitting either one or the sum of two exponentials to the was estimated to be 14.4 pS from the peak of the fitted curve. However, it is probable that the current amplitudes open-time histogram (weighted according to the y-value) was either 100 or 114 ms, respectively. As open times could were not normally distributed. The most common amplitude indicated a slightly larger conductance (17.9 pS).
only be resolved if they were ú100 ms, this finding implies 15ЊC) . B; example of less common putative late-2 behavior in the same patch as that in A, upper trace at 055 mV, lower trace at 035 mV. At 055 mV, long burst opening appears flickery, but at 035 mV flicker is less apparent, and opening becomes more boxlike. C: estimated burst duration histograms for data from same patch. Mean burst durations (t) from best single exponential fit to the data are 5.8 ms at 055 mV and 4.2 ms at 045 mV.
that about one-half of the total number of events were briefer two clearly different populations of burst length, the shorter (and much more common) with a mean of 5.8 ms and the than this and were lost to the analysis. The few longer duration events (Ç1 ms) may have been unresolved bursts of longer with a mean over an order of magnitude larger (Fig.  8B ). In this patch long bursts, lasting for ú100 ms, were ultrashort openings (giving the currents a ''flickery'' appearance), such recordings suggesting the existence of a short-present in õ10 of 100 clamp steps to 055 mV, whereas the short bursts were usually present. The shorter burst duration lived closed state (Fig. 7C) . It was not possible to derive a convincing estimate of the normal conductance for a channel seems to correspond well with the time constant associated with the de-inactivation of late-1 macroscopic current, the behaving in this way because the channels were not open long enough to allow discernment of a discrete current level simplest hypothesis being that burst duration is determined by the rate of entry into the same inactivated state from and because of the effects of filtering on the event amplitudes. However, placement of horizontal cursors at the peaks which later escape (in the whole cell) gives rise to the late-1 current de-inactivation. The mean lengths for the shorter of the largest events recorded between 075 and 035 mV not only indicated that many of them appeared close to the bursts in patches were clearly substantially longer than the open times necessary for channels generating most of the same amplitude but also allowed an estimate of the unitary slope conductance (17 pS). transient current (cf. Fig. 4C , top trace), by a factor of Ç3, whereas the individual brief openings were too short to A second type of behavior involved the production of short bursts of brief openings throughout long voltage-clamp account for the kinetics of fast transient current. The separate population of longer burst lengths appear to be the events steps or while the membrane potential was held constant for minutes (Fig. 8A) . A third type was similar, except that that underlie the late-2 component. burst durations could be ¢400 ms (Fig. 8B, top trace) . Because at most potentials the channel openings were punc-Unitary current de-inactivation tuated by closures, some of which were too short to be completely resolved, the burst openings had a flickery ap-
The late-1 current component in the whole cell is associated with a conspicuous increase in the total late current pearance. The bursting behavior was associated with a range of membrane potentials more positive than that at which amplitude on stepping from a depolarized potential (e.g., 030 mV) to a more negative one, which we attribute to a sporadic activity was initially activated. Steps to sequentially more positive potentials above the threshold for initiating de-inactivation. To confirm that the channels we recorded in patches can also give rise to this phenomenon, we looked Na / channel activity caused channel openings to appear to coalesce. At more positive potentials, where the degree of for, and found, analogous unitary current behavior (Fig. 9) .
In the same patch as that shown in Fig. 9B , stepping the channel activation must have approached a maximum, the bursting behavior tended to disappear and be replaced by membrane potential from 040 to 060 mV gave rise to a delayed increase in the value of ensemble variance (calcuoccasional, long boxlike openings (Fig. 8 B) , a change in gating similar to that recorded in cortical pyramidal neurons lated from 500 sequential sweeps), suggesting a slow reappearance from an inactivated state. In ¢80 sweeps, channel with depolarizations approaching 0 mV (Segal and Douglas 1997).
openings followed the potential steps that were arranged in short bursts (Fig. 9B) , and the ensemble variance derived An analysis of late current channel burst durations, in recordings from a patch at 055 mV and at 15ЊC, indicated from these 80 records indicated a rise in average current LATE Na / CURRENT IN SENSORY NEURONS 2547 but it may have inactivated completely at 030 mV (Fig.  3D) . A slowly declining macroscopic late current, analogous to late-2, was reported previously in cardiac myocytes (Kunze et al. 1985) . One hypothesis for the late-1 component is that it results from transient Na / current activationinactivation gating overlap (mh overlap) and therefore represents that persistent portion of the transient current predicted by a classical Hodgkin-Huxley analysis of macroscopic currents. We reject this hypothesis for three reasons. First, the time constant of de-inactivation of the late-1 component is too slow for it to be generated by the same channels as those underlying most of the transient current. The time constant for equilibration of fast inactivation in DRG neurons at 040 mV or more positive is õ2 ms at 20ЊC (Kostyuk et al. 1981) , approximately three times faster than late-1 inactivation at equivalent potentials. Second, many neurons exhibiting transient Na / current do not appear to generate a significant late Na / current of any kind (measured at the end of 300-ms duration protocols) (Baker and Bostock 1997a); third, this component is blocked by protons over the neutral pH range, whereas transient current is not (Baker and Bostock 1997b) . However, the late-1 component may well equate with the minor, slow phase of Na / current inactivation described by others at the node of Ranvier (e.g., Chiu potential is then stepped 10 mV more negative, allowing de-inactivation of the current. Note change in sampling frequency from 1 to 50 kHz during
